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The police ---------- of stealing a large sum of money but the court freed him because there was no

evidence against him.

compensated accused persuaded corresponded

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There are heavy financial ……for those who disobey the rules.

penalties rewards prizes presents

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He is a/n --------- figure in linguistics. Almost everybody knows him.

prominent contemporary dramatic innate

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Her…….of having seen all the countries of Africa, bothered her friend.

finale ballot boast decade

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is widely ……that she will win. Almost everybody expects that.

anticipated thronged betrayed consorted

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A person will not be able to detect sound below a certain……level.

threshold odyssey velocity downswing

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Depressions and ……..are two kinds of ailment.

psychosis paradox thesis penalty

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

One of the most common disorders in sleep disturbance is called ----------.

slumber insomnia paradox contradiction

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He is one of the --------- of the new method. He supports it strongly.

adherents accessions arsons associates

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

His case has been taken to the ----------- court which is the highest in authority and importance.

justice divine banished supreme

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The king ruled over others until his son ……..him and seized the power for himself.

doomed dethroned wielded diffused

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He boasted everywhere after he reached the ……of his career. He had not been so successful in the

past.

reign bottom pinnacle firmament

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The dinosaurs were inevitably ……to extinction. There was no way they could survive.

reigned stretched doomed diffused

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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An imaginary large snake with wings in Greek stories is called ----------.

abode dwelling serpent divinity

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He lives in a --------------. He bought this very big house a decade ago.

region mansion splendor homage

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

After his death, they ……. a whole week for him.

counted mourned frosted hesitated

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Because of her bad behavior, she was…….by her family. They all avoided her.

declared shunned embraced ravished

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He is a wicked man and that is why everybody ---------- him.

loathes wanders consents plunges

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The criminal ----------- all his courage and tiptoed to the backyard.

reproached loathed spread summoned

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He --------- his country when he gave top secret information about military equipment to the

enemy.

betrayed plunged seized resisted

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is not possible to……with any certainty what effect this will have.

stagger awaken orient predict

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They were making enough noise to………the dead.

plunge reproach awaken ravish

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Knowledge of the elements of design refers to line, color, and ----------.

texture collar yoke shoulder

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A short ………line will create the impression of width.

essential vertical diagonal exceptional

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Pressed or stitched fold made in a piece of cloth is called ---------.

flared halter mandarin pleat

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The laser’s beam --------- the small wound and cured the patient.

frustrated talented cauterized excelled

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She was in deep……because not even a postcard had arrived from Michael.

errand evil collar gloom

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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A new technique has been ---------- by Fred Epstein, a pediatric neurosurgeon. No one has tried this

before.

scraped pioneered spilled gifted

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Meditation had become a respected discipline, used in schools and colleges .The underlined word

means ---------.

guard method conduct habit

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Everybody needs to be taught how to think deeply, especially about spiritual matters. The

underlined part means ---------.

initiate meditate celibate levitate

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A security --------- was issued after four men escaped from the prison.

bend alert strain blend

31-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The mixture contains some ingredients that are difficult to find. The underlined means ----------.

discipline disciple blend vegetarian

32-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He began to explore other aspects of meditation like ----------.

drug sculptor levitation ranger

33-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He had a distinguished --------- as a diplomat. He worked for his profession very hard.

career monk dough revolution

34-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Story time and reading stories help children to ---------- with childhood fears.

cope haunt culminate abandon

35-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Winter tires give increased ---------- in mud or snow.

brush yoke traction zone

36-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Focus, centre, and fix are all synonymous with --------.

disturb concentrate integrate distract

37-

1. 2. 3. 4.

My friend looked very clean and tidy in his white jacket. The underlined word means ----------.

communicative humorous immaculate commentary

38-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He wished he hadn`t quarreled with John. The underlined word means ----------.

suspended burnt had argument paddled

39-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Annually, thousands of people die of hunger if food doesn`t reach the stricken city.

bound starve greet regret

40-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In the sentence below, which of the following can substitute “rather than”?

The brain, rather than shutting itself off, registers a whole series of electrochemical changes.

contrary to in addition to in fact instead of

41-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Nearly one third of our lives is spent sleeping. Yet only within the last four decades have scientist begun

to study, understand, and demystify what goes on when we sleep. The traditional view is that sleep

represents a stage of renewal, where the body repairs and restores worn-out tissues and cells. There is

some truth to this, but we now know that the body is restoring itself when it is awake as well. People

used to think that sleep was a period of total inactivity for the body. We now know that a complicated

web of chemical interactions occurs while we sleep. The brain, rather than shutting itself off, registers a

whole series of electrochemical changes. Scientists working with an electroencephalograph have been

able to pinpoint those shifting brain-wave patterns as well as follow the physical changes which occur

Which of the following is the best synonym for the last word of the passage “odyssey”?

experience journey pattern transformation

42-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following is the best synonym for the word “worn-out” used in the third sentence?

active inactive old new

43-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following sentences is TRUE?

The brain shuts itself off during sleep.

We spend two thirds of our lives sleeping.

Electroencephalographs have shown shifting brain-wave patterns.

People now think that sleep is a period of total inactivity.

44-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which of the following sentences is FALSE?

Worn-out tissues and cells are restored only during sleep.

People thought that body is not active while sleeping.

When we sleep, a series of complicated chemical interactions happen.

The body restores itself even when it is awake.

45-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which of the following is the best synonym for the verb “demystify” used in the second sentence?

correct justify explain change

46-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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According to the traditional view, what does sleep represent?

A physical change An electrochemical change

A chemical reaction A stage of renewal

47-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In the sentence below what does the underlined word refer to?

There is some truth to this, but we now know that the body is restoring itself when it is awake as

well.

the study by the scientists sleeping patterns

the traditional view the body

48-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Scientists have been studying the nature of sleeping ----------.

for one third of their lives for the last forty years

for the last decades for the most of their lives

49-

1. 2.

3. 4.

According to the passage, a ninety year old person has so far slept for -----------.

45 years  30 years 25 years  15 years

50-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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